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Abstract—Code switching is a prevalent phenomenon in the
multilingual community and social media interaction. In the past
ten years, we have witnessed an explosion of code switched data
in the social media that brings together languages from low
resourced languages to high resourced languages in the same
text, sometimes written in a non-native script. This increases
the demand for processing code-switched data to assist users
in various natural language processing tasks such as part-of-
speech tagging, named entity recognition, sentiment analysis,
conversational systems, and machine translation, etc. The avail-
able corpora for code switching research played a major role in
advancing this area of research. In this paper, we propose a set
of quality metrics to evaluate the dataset and categorize them
accordingly.

Index Terms—code switching, natural language processing,
dataset

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of social media, users prefer to mix multiple

languages in their online platform conversations [1]. The

reality is that the upcoming generations will fluently speak

more than one language and hence we could say the future

belongs to multilingual speakers. This has been accompanied

by a myriad of trends among the users. It has been observed

that people fluent with multiple languages switch between

them to compensate for the deficiency of expressions [2], [3].

It is found that the extensive use of code-switching enabled

multilingual speakers to express their idea more precisely and

convincingly [4]. When the speaker knows multiple languages,

it is a quite common act to switching from one language to the

other. This back and forth switching of languages in the same

conversation between multilingual speakers is known as code-

switching [5], [6]. This is a natural conflation between people

with more than one language in common and this trend has

been extensively found in the multilingual communities. Many
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languages in the world have their scripts [7], [8] but code-

switching in the online text forums Roman script is used most

frequently for convenience of typing which paved the way

for new era code-switching in online textual communication

[9]–[11]. Due to this kind of change of words or sentences be-

tween different languages in a single conversation, it becomes

difficult to find out the languages involved [12].

In this new era of various modes of communication, a major

portion of the data accessible today is unstructured and most

of it also contains code-switched data. The performance of

the traditional natural language processing techniques of this

mixed data is unsatisfactory even at a basic natural language

processing such as language identification at the word level.

Creating new methods and tools for natural language process-

ing tasks of code-switched data suffer from the unavailability

of data in this domain. In this paper, we propose a set of

quality metrics to evaluate the code-mixed corpus and list out

the available corpora for different language sets.

II. BACKGROUND

The term code-switching has not coined in the early years

of the twentieth century, however, code-switching in textual

form become more prominent after the Internet boom. This

was considered only as of the imperfection in the language

learning process [13], it left unattended by the researchers for

a long time. Recently many studies have been done to crack

code-switching data to automatically process such content

from social media. One of the usages would be to detect

the offensive content in the media and remove it. Even if the

natives use their script instead of Roman script, the dialects

cause issues regarding identification, translation and further

processes. As there are so many languages in the world with

or without a script. Illustrious examples available for our topic

of interest is from public networking sites. Here specifically

the code-switched texts of Indian languages and English are

taken for illustration.
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A. Code-Switching

Code-Switching is switching between languages within a

single context, it may occur in a sentence by sentence basis or

in the same sentence. It is not merely a matter of knowledge

in more than one language. There is no point if the speaker is

not able to follow the constraints of the grammar of those

languages. While using any language, there is a trend of

borrowing from other languages. If a word once used in be-

tween another language and if repeated henceforth, that word

is called borrowed word [14]. Borrowed words are therefore

added to the lexicon of a new language. Code-switching is

different from borrowing since it keeps the identity of each

language though used frequently in between. Social media text

is complicated due to the wider use of acronyms and code-

switching makes it even more difficult to process.

The custom of altering between two or more languages

in the same sentence is referred to as code-switching. Code-

switching enables the user to continue the conversation without

any sort of interference or barriers of a single language. It is

true that when upset or distracted, one can express their exact

feelings in the native language better foreign language. There

is a choice of words to express the emotions in such instances

as well as this enables the speaker to cause or impact on the

listener. Hence it is advantageous for communication [15].

The first step of any linguistic study is language identifica-

tion.

Njan ente frndne help cheyyukayayirunnu.
I was helping my friend.

Shown above in italics is an example of code-switching

and the corresponding English gloss is also depicted. The

words ’frnd’(friend) and help is from English words mixed

with Malayalam (a south Indian language).

B. Types of Code-switching

Earlier by Gumperz(1972) [16] it was claimed that there

are mainly two types of code-switching such as situational

and metaphorical. Code-switching is situational when the

speaker switches the topic into another situation in different

languages in between the same conversation. When this change

of language is to add another mood to the words distinct

from the rest of the conversation like stressing or softening

is said to be Metaphorical. The following is the example of

situational and metaphorical code-switching. Corresponding

English elucidation is given below each.

1) aaj ki pariksha kal ki pariksha se behtar dhi.Btw wen
will u come home?
Today’s exam was better than yesterday’s. by the way

when will you come home?

2) Aaj tumhari class hogi.All should be there on time.
you will be having class today. all should be there on

time.

The sample text shown above is to illustrate the difference

between situational and metaphorical code-switching. Both are

a mixture of English and Hindi (Indian language). In the first

example, switching depicts the change of situation. In the

second example, it is the teacher’s message to the students and

the importance of the speaker and message is well expressed

by switching to English (the more formal language). Another

categorization is into inter-sentential and intra-sentential [17].

Despite the fact that code mixing is considered to be the

synonym of code switching, the former refers to the alter-

ation of two or more languages in the same sentence (intra-
sentential code-switching) and later allude to the same act

between sentences(inter-sentential code-switching) [18]. For

example:

1) nee naale evng shoppingnu varunnundo?.
Are you coming for shopping tomorrow evening?

2) Exactly. Unakkepadi theriyum?
Exactly. How do you know this?

The sentences quoted in italics are a mix of English with

Malayalam and Tamil respectively, the languages spoken in the

southern region of India. The first one is an example for intra-

sentential-code-switching as the mixing of English words is

done inside the sentence. The other one shows inter-sentential-

code-switching where the speaker alternates language between

sentences.

III. QUALITY CRITERIA FOR CODE SWITCHING DATASET

The quality of dataset highly depend on the data collection

techniques and annotation methods. Most of the dataset were

scrapped or crawled from social media and annotated by expert

or crowd-sourcing. The quality of data in the early stages plays

a major role in the research. However, content of the data can

play role in narrowing down the research. Code-Switching got

attention recently, the data may not be available for all the

research area of Natural Language Processing. In this section,

we propose a set of metrics to characterize the code-switched

dataset.

A. Number of Words

The number of words in the corpus shows us the size of the

corpus. For language identification, named entity recognition,

and POS tagging problem the number of words would give

more intuition about the corpus.

B. Vocabulary Size

One of the main difficulties in training the advanced deep

learning model is the computational complexity of computing

the target word in language model and machine translation,

this is Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) problem. That is unseen

words during training time. Since code-switching in social

media contain non-standards spelling of the word and written

in different scripts makes it even more challenging to tackle the

OOV problem. So, in this paper, we calculate the vocabulary of

each corpus and compare it to show the effect of vocabulary

size in training models. We consider the number of unique

tokens as vocabulary size.

C. Number of Sentences

Machine translation and conversational systems depend on

the millions of parallel sentences to create a better system. So

we choose the number of sentences as one of the metric.
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D. Average Sentence Length

Average sentence length can be used as a measure of

grammatical complexity based on the assumption that longer

sentence has a more complex syntactic and semantic structure

than shorter sentences. It also shows richness and descriptive-

ness of sentences in the corpus [19]–[21].

TABLE I
DATASETS FOR CODE SWITCHING

NLP Task Corpora Languages
Language Identi-
fication and POS-
Tagging

[22]–[29] Mandarin-
Taiwanese,
English-Spanish,
Mandarin-
English,
Nepali-English,
Hindi-Nepali,
Bengali, Arabic
Dialectal-Arabic,
Spanish-English,
English-Hindi

Named Entity
Recognition

[26], [28], [30]–
[33]

English-Spanish,
English-
Egyptian,
Modern Standard
Arabic-Egyptian,
English-Tamil,
English-Hindi,
Hindi-English

Sentiment Analy-
sis

[26], [34]–[39] English-Chinese,
English-Spanish,
English-Hindi,
English-Bengali

Conversational
Systems

[40]–[42] n Hindi-English,
Bengali-English,
Gujarati-English,
Tamil-English

Machine Transla-
tion

[43]–[45] English-Hindi,
English-Arabic

IV. DATASETS

Despite initial efforts into Code-Switching research started

years ago, advancement in the research community is slow.

The main difficulties in solving this problem stem from the

non-availability of enough data. In this section, we state the

different areas of research and list out the available current

datasets to that particular research area.

A. Language Identification and POS-Tagging

Language identification at the document level [46]–[48]

have been studied extensively as classification problem. More

fine-grained language identification at word level is crucial for

code-switching corpora to select the right parsers to process

multilingual sentences and to build a resource for code-

switching corpora.

Code-Switching speech corpus was used to identify the

language in each utterances using cues [22] published in

INTERSPEECH 2008. Their paper studies the Mandarin-

Taiwanese code-switching utterance and proposed a language

identification system that integrates acoustics, prosodic and

phonetics cues. The data was collected from both Mandarin-

speaking and Taiwanese-speaking individuals. The data was

not published for public use at that time. At the same

time Solorio and Liu from the University of Texas [23],

created data by recording a conversation among three English-

Spanish speakers for 40 minutes and manually transcribed and

annotated with Part-Of-Speech tags. Pos-Tagging for code-

switching was first explored for English-Spanish data by

Solorio and Liu [23]. We were not able to collect this dataset as

well. Romanized and code-switched text data was collected by

[24], they collected 1,239 code-mixed posts and the trilingual

corpus of 12K Facebook posts contains word-level language

annotations and POS tags.

Diab et al [25], [26] organized a shared task that covers four

language pairs and is focused on social media data. This data

is annotated data from Twitter for Modern Standard Arabic-

Arabic dialects, Mandarin-English, Nepali-English, Spanish

English for language identification. The data can be down-

loaded from a shared task website 1. In 2015, Das et al [27],

[28] released the POS tagged dataset for Code mixing at the

ICON-2015 NLP tool contest. The task is to identify the POS

tags for three Indian Languages (Hindi, Bengali, and Telugu).

In the following year, the added more data from Facebook

and Whatsapp to ICON 2016 NLP contest. To make a high

proportion of code mixed dataset Singh et al [29] released the

English-Hindi code-switching dataset.

B. Named Entity Recognition

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a tagging problem

that is challenging for social media data because of inher-

ent noisiness. In addition to improper syntax and semantic

structure, the code-switching makes it even more challenging.

In 2017, Derczynski organized the shared task on Novel and

Emerging Entity Recognition [30] and released the dataset.

This dataset contains 1000 annotated tweets, totaling 65,124

tokens. The shared task on [32], the divided the task into two

competition based on English-Spanish and English-Egyptian

language pairs. They used the language identification dataset

from CALCS [26], [28] to annotate entity tags. English-Tamil

and English-Hindi NER datasets were created by crawling

tweets [31]. Following, Singh et al [33] created Hindi-English

code-mixed tweets for NER.

C. Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis has several applications from opinion

mining to social analysis, it becomes more useful to analyze

code-switched data from social media data for multilingual

societies. However, the suitable annotated dataset for this area

is not widely available. English-Hindi corpus was created

by [38], they collected data from fan pages and hate pages

of Virat Kohli 2 from Facebook and Google Plus. they col-

lected 180 code-switched sentences. English-Spanish corpus

was introduced by [34], [35] the first code-switching corpus

with sentiment labels. The authors collected tweets based on

the training collection from [26] shared the task. Chinese-

English [39] was collected from Weibo.com. This dataset was

1https://www.emnlp2014.org/workshops/CodeSwitch/call.html
2famous Indian cricket player at the time of writing
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TABLE II
STATISTICS OF CODE SWITCHING DATASETS

Dataset Language pair Number of
Words or Tokens

Vocabulary Size Number of Sen-
tences

Average
Sentence Length

Paper

Code-Switching
shared task

Spanish-English - - 11,400 - [25], [26]

Nepali-English - - 146,055 -
Modern Standard
Arabic-Arabic
dialects

- - 11,9316 -

Mandarin-
English

- - 17,430 -

Named Entity
Recognition

English-Hindi 11,3667 5007 3,638 5.6 [32], [33]

English-Spanish 825,151 - 67,223 -
Modern Standard
Arabic-Egyptian

248,478 - 12,334 -

Sentiment Analy-
sis

English-Hindi - - 180 - [38]

English-Spanish - - 3,062 -
Chinese-English - - 2,312 - [39]
Hindi-English 59,899 7,549 3,879 15 [36]
Hindi-English - - 18,461 - [37]
Bengali-English - - 5,538 - [37]

Conversational
System

Hindi-English 972528 1,676 6,549 8.16 [40]

Bengali-English 613,433 1,372 6,274 7.74
Gujarati-English 935,232 1,858 6,417 8.04
Tamil-English 903,003 2,185 6,666 6.78
English-Hindi - - 7,700 - [42]
English-Hindi - - 23,100 -

Machine Transla-
tion

English-Hindi 63,913 - 6,096 - [43]

Arabic-English 508,000,000 107,8000 9,700,000 [44]
English-Hindi 17,920 - - - [45]

annotated for five emotions, namely happiness, sadness, fear,

anger, and surprise. The authors have created their annotation

tool and format to annotate the data.

The authors [36] collected user comments from public

Facebook pages popular in India, like celebrity pages and

political leader pages. They manually pre-processed to remove

the comments that were written in the native script and longer

sentences. They have a 3-level polarity scale. Two code-

switching data pairs English-Hindi and English-Bengali were

released by Patra et al. [37] which was collected from Twitter.

D. Conversational System

In recent years, there has been increasing popularity with the

conversational system as a virtual assistant. Work previous to

[40] considered only monolingual corpus. Banerjee et. al, [40]

build code-mixed goal-oriented conversations for four Indian

languages from the DSTC2 restaurant reservation dataset to

mix of code-switched corpora with the help of crowdsourced

workers. The data is 5-way parallel code-mix corpora. Follow-

ing this, Jayarao and Srivastava [41] constructed two datasets

for English-Hindi pair with the help of content writes and

Google translate. For question answering system, [42] have

created a code-switching corpora for three languages- Hindi-

English, Telugu-English, and Tamil-English. They followed

two modes of data collection, they are collecting code-

switched questionf from images and articles.

E. Machine Translation
Chakravarthi et al. [49]–[51] studied the the effects of code-

switching in their work to improve the machine translation

for under-resourced languages and how the code-switching in

the parallel corpora from OPUS project website 3 affected

the the quality of translation. Dhar et al. [43] took effort to

create machine translation system for code-mixed content. To

create machine translation, sentence aligned parallel corpora is

required. They created new parallel corpus for English-Hindi

code-switched pair. The corpus contains gold standard parallel

corpus of 6096 English-Hindi sentences. They were used to

improve existing machine translation systems by augmenting

the data to the parallel corpora. For English-Arabic, [44]

created parallel corpus by extracting UN documents between

January 2000 an September 2009. This corpus is multilingual

code-switching corpus, containing not only English in Arabic

side of corpus but also French, Spanish and other languages.

Sign and Solorio [45] created a Hindi-English parallel corpus

containing code-switching from Facebook data. The dataset

also considers the spelling variants in social media code-

switching.

V. ANALYSIS

One of the interesting things we realized after the analysis

was most of the dataset collected from Twitter was published

3http://opus.nlpl.eu/
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only tweet ids. We tried to download the tweets from Twitter

based on the tweet ids using Twitter API 4. The number

of tweets that were released for the shared task or with the

paper was higher than what we could recollect while writing

the paper. Many of the tweets were deleted from Twitter. It

made it challenging to do the quality checks using our metric

that we defined int the Section III. Many of the datasets

showed statistics of the number of tokens in each language

used in code-mixed sentences. Not all datasets are accessible

easily. While some of the datasets are well-defined and easily

available for public use. As seen in Table II, we can see the

influence of English with Arabic-English showing dominance

with a large amount of data. Some under-resourced languages

such as Hindi, Tamil, Bengali, Gujarati also show up in this

list. As one can notice not all the data from the datasets

mentioned in Table II not all the details of the datasets are

available as datasets are not accessible.

VI. CONCLUSION

Code-switching is an emerging trend in the natural language

processing research community and multilingual speakers.

The application of code-switching in tasks such as Named

Entity Recognition, Sentiment Analysis, and Conversational

System increases the value of such datasets. The research

community has addressed this trend by introducing challenges

on language identification, POS tagging and conducting the

shared task. From the challenges and shared tasks, there

were many datasets released. Due to privacy issues and other

regulations from different social media platform only the ids

were published. Not all the data were available to download

now. We have shown the available data and their statistics

with our quality metrics. From this, we conclude that very

few datasets are available for the research in code-switching

data.
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